
Citizen Review Board (CRB) 
City Services Center | Five Seasons Conference Room, 1st floor | 500 15th Avenue SW 

November 17, 2022 | 5:30 p.m. 

The Citizen Review Board will hold an in-person meeting on November 17, 2022 at 5:30 p.m. 

Any member of the public who would like to observe the meeting virtually can do so, but must pre-register at https://cedar-
rapids.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_dLKCnqhMRM6kAnzIUqEovw  

PLEASE NOTE: Registration cut-off is 2 hours prior to the meeting. Registrations submitted after the cut-off time will not 
be approved. 

Purpose of the Citizen Review Board: 
The purpose of the Citizen Review Board is to ensure fair and professional law enforcement that is constitutional, 
effective, and responsive to the standards, values, and needs of those to be served. 

AGENDA: 
1) Call to order

2) Approval of Minutes
a) October 20, 2022 – Meeting
b) October 29, 2022 – Training

3) Public Comment (max. 5 min. limit/person)

4) Action Items
a) Chief’s Report

i) Review and discuss 4 reports

b) Finalize Logo

5) Updates & Discussion Items
a) CRB Sub-Committees
b) CRPD 5-hour required training

6) Future agenda items

7) Adjournment

Anyone who requires translation services, an auxiliary aid, or other service for effective communication or a modification of policies or 
procedures to participate in a City program, service, or activity, should contact the Community Development Department at (319) 286- 
5041 or email a.cannon@cedar-rapids.org as soon as possible but no later than 48 hours before the event. 
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Citizen Review Board (CRB) 
City Services Center, Five Seasons Conference Room, 500 15th Ave SW 
October 20, 2022 – 5:30 p.m. 

MINUTES 
Committee Members present: Aaron Eddy, Allonda Pierce, Arthur Kim, India Snow-Watt, Monica 
Vallejo, Stephanie Messer, and Tim Countryman,  
Committee Members absent: Edwin Montgomery 
Staff Members present: Ed Salem, Jennifer Pratt Phillip Platz, Vanessa Chavez Chief Wayne Jerman, Lt. 
Doyle, Sgt. Roberts, and Camme McEllhiney (NACOLE) 

The meeting was called to order at 5:30 p.m. by Vice Chair India Snow-Watt. 

Stephanie Messer moved to approve the September 15, 2022 meeting minutes. Tim Countryman 
seconded. There were no objections. Motion carries.  

There was no public comment. 

Vice Chair India Snow-Watt asked Board members to review the first Chief’s report LI-2022-07. There 
was a question related to changes in the charge; Lt. Doyle responded. As well as, a question asking to 
clarify what “consent to delay” means; Lt. Doyle defined the term. Allonda Pierce moved to confirm the 
Chief’s Report LI-2022-07. Seconded by Stephanie Messer. Motion passed unanimously. 

Vice Chair India Snow-Watt asked Board members to review the second Chief’s report PS-2022-10. 
There was a question related to why this complaint was reviewed by Professional Standards; Lt. Doyle 
responded. Tim Countryman moved to confirm the Chief’s Report PS-2022-10. Seconded by Monica 
Vallejo. Motion passed unanimously. 

Vice Chair India Snow-Watt asked Board members to review the second Chief’s report PS-2022-12. 
There were no questions. Aaron Eddy moved to confirm the Chief’s Report PS-2022-12. Seconded by 
Arthur Kim. Motion passed unanimously. 

Vice Chair India Snow-Watt introduced Chief Jerman who discussed Police Communication. Chief Jerman 
stated that a request was previously made for a CRPD Communication. He stated that CRPD notifies the 
City Council of any significant incidents and can forward that same communication to the CRB Staff 
Liaisons who then can relay the information to the Board. Arthur Kim also requested for communication 
of any general events that the Police Department are involved with so that CRB members could attend if 
they choose.  

Chief Jerman also discussed Group Violence Intervention (GVI). He stated the City and Greater Cedar 
Rapids Foundation joined the initiative in 2019. Currently, CRPD and Foundation 2 pair up to identify 
individuals who have been involved with acts of gun violence and attempt to assist them to disconnect 
from gun violence. Foundation 2 has 2 employees that work with CRPD on these interventions. Chief 
Jerman stated Captain Brent Long is the point of contact for GVI. A Board member had a request for 
neighborhood watch; Chief Jerman replied to reach out to the District Lieutenant’s and they can assist. 
Chief asked the Board to continue to support the CRPD, GVI, and Foundation 2. Chief Jerman mentioned 
that public citizens who want to be involved with GVI need to speak with Captain Long.  
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Vice Chair India Snow-Watt introduced Camme McEllhiney who discussed CRB Duties and 
Responsibilities. She asked how Board members are feeling with the challenges and opportunities that 
they are seeing with the Board. Board members shared their thoughts. Camme McEllhiney shared that 
community engagement and involvement and other topics will be discussed further at the training on 
October 29, 2022.  
 
Vice Chair India Snow-Watt introduced Vanessa Chavez who gave an update on the CRB Ordinance. 
Vanessa Chavez stated that they are working on making amendments to the Ordinance, due to a court 
case. She shared that they are modeling the amendments after Madison, Wisconsin. She reviewed the 
Ordinance amendments. Vanessa Chavez stated that this Ordinance will go before Council in November. 
She also explained there will be a few more proposed changes to the Ordinance to clean up wording and 
align with City procedures. This future amendment will be presented to the Board prior to City Council 
consideration.  
 
Vice Chair India Snow-Watt, Jennifer Pratt and Ed Salem requested that finalizing the Logo be pushed to 
the November meeting, due to time constraints.  
 
Vice Chair India Snow-Watt discussed future agenda items that have been identified: Finalizing the Logo. 
Additionally, Board members would like to see dates for the 5-hour CRPD required training.  
 
Stephanie Messer moved to adjourn the meeting. Seconded by Monica Vallejo. Motion passed 
unanimously. The meeting was adjourned at 6:55 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
Amy Cannon 
Community Development  
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Citizen Review Board (CRB) 
Ellis Clubhouse, 1401 Zika Avenue NW 
October 29, 2022 – 8:00 a.m. 

MINUTES 
Committee Members present: Aaron Eddy, Allonda Pierce, Arthur Kim, Edwin Montgomery India Snow-
Watt, Monica Vallejo, and Stephanie Messer,   
Committee Members absent: Tim Countryman 
Staff Members present: Adam Lindenlaub, Haley Sevening, and Camme McEllhiney (NACOLE) 

The training session was called to order at 8:05 a.m. by Chair Star Smith. 

The Citizen Review Board received five hours of required training from Camme McEllhiney, Director of 
Training and Education from the National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement 
(NACOLE). As outlined within the Citizen Review Board (CRB) Ordinance, the board must receive an 
additional 10-hours of training per year with a curriculum as determined by the Chief of the Cedar 
Rapids Police Department. The training session topics were training, building legitimacy, and the next 
steps for the CRB. 

The training was adjourned by Chair Star Smith at 1:10 p.m. 

Respectfully submitted,  
Amy Cannon 
Community Development 
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CEDAR RAPIDS POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Police Chief’s Report 
Citizen Review Board 

LI-2022-09
To: Citizen Review Board 

From: Chief Wayne Jerman 

Subject: Complaint Disposition- LI-2022-09 

Date: November 10th, 2022 

In August of 2022 the Cedar Rapids Police Department received a formal written 
complaint.  The complaint is identified as LI-2022-09.  The Complainant is referred to as 
C#1.  The involved CRPD officer is referred to as Officer #1.  A secondary officer is 
referred to as Secondary Officer #1.  An additional employee is identified as Employee 
#1. 

Allegation: 

C#1 alleged that Officer #1 conducted an insufficient investigation into an assault, 
refused to look at her injuries, that Officer #1 listed C#1 as the suspect in the report, and 
C#1 was unable to get the full incident report from her assault.     

Investigation: 

1. The complaint was received by the Professional Standards Office and was
reviewed by Chief Jerman.  It was determined that the investigation would be
assigned to the involved officer’s Shift Commander to complete a line
investigation into the allegations. Once an investigation is assigned to the Shift
Commander, the complaint is reviewed, and the Shift Commander will contact
the complainant to notify them the complaint had been received and will be
investigated.

Cedar Rapids Police Department 
505 First Street SW · Cedar Rapids, Iowa  52404-2103 
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2. The Shift Commander will then interview the complainant to gather additional
information about the allegations. The Shift Commander will review reports
generated from the incident, review applicable video, and speak to the
appropriate involved parties to gather additional information if necessary. Policies
are reviewed and if necessary, the involved officer will be interviewed about the
incident and their actions.

3. Additional investigative practices may take place, depending on the nature of the
investigation. Upon completion of the investigation, the Shift Commander will
document their investigation in writing to be reviewed by Senior Command Staff.

4. The Shift Lieutenant contacted C#1 one day after the complaint was received to
notify her that the complaint was received and would be investigated by the Shift
Lieutenant.

5. The Shift Lieutenant reviewed the supplemental report from Officer #1, five BWC
videos from Officer #1, and one BWC video from a Secondary Officer #1.  The
following are the Shift Lieutenant’s interpretations of these evidentiary items.

6. When reading Officer #1’s report, the Shift Lieutenant interpreted the following
• In February of 2022 Officer #1 responded to a local business in Cedar

Rapids reference an assault being alleged by C#1.
• C#1 met with Officer #1 and her supervisor at the front of the business.
• When Officer #1 met C#1, she was elevated and yelling.

7. C#1 alleged that Employee #1 had assaulted her, and that Officer #1 needed to
arrest him.  Officer #1 asked C#1 to explain what happened.  C#1 said that
Employee #1 had gone to the restroom, so C#1 took a clipboard off his forklift
that is used for tracking pallets.  When Employee #1 returned he asked C#1 for
the clipboard back.

8. C#1 told him “no” to which Employee #1 then ordered C#1 off the forklift, pointed
a finger at her and told her he would kill her.  C#1 then pushed Employee #1
away and called him a “Big Ox.”  Employee #1 then grabbed C#1’s arms.

9. Officer #1 went and spoke with Employee #1.  Officer #1 reported Employee #1
was very calm but frustrated with C#1.  Employee #1 told Officer #1 that this isn’t
the first issue that he has had with C#1.  Employee #1 said that C#1 has tried to
start fights with other employees. He went onto explain that he has seniority over
C#1, and she is mad at him for this.

10. Employee #1 said that he had gone to the restroom and when he came back, he
noticed that C#1 had taken the clipboard from his forklift.  He asked C#1 for the
clipboard back and C#1 started to yell at him.  Employee #1 said “You’re killing
me with this clipboard.”  C#1 then started yelling and screaming that Employee
#1 said he was going to kill her.  Employee #1 said he never touched her or
threatened her.

11. Officer #1 noted that there were no witnesses to this event and no cameras.
Based on the two stories presented, Officer #1 believed that C#1 was the main
aggressor as she admitted to pushing Employee #1 first.  Officer #1 did not arrest
either party in this assault as Employee #1 did not wish to press charges
currently.

12. The Shift Lieutenant noted that four days after the initial call, C#1 called back in
and spoke with Secondary Officer #1.  C#1 reported having a bruise on her arm
from the incident.  C#1 repeats the story to Secondary Officer #1 that was told to
Officer #1 the night of the incident but now adds that she was pulled off the
forklift.  After hearing the story Secondary Officer #1 explains the difficulty in
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charging someone in a case like this if there are only the two stories provided by 
each party and no other evidence so support either side of the story.  He then 
informs her that he will ask Officer #1 to contact her.   

13. The Shift Lieutenant then notes in Officer #1’s report she mentions contacting
C#1 a day after C#1 spoke with Secondary Officer #1.  Officer #1 had C#1 go
through the events again with her.  C#1 now added that Employee #1 ran into
her forklift with his forklift.  He then pulled her off her forklift and tried to grab the
clipboard.  Employee #1 then grabbed her by the shirt and stuck his finger in her
face saying “I will kill you.”  Officer #1 then notes the inconsistency in the two
stories presented by C#1.

14. Officer #1 then contacted Employee #1 again to get his story again.  Employee
#1 told her that C#1 is constantly trying to get a rise out of him because he has
seniority over her.  She is trying to get him fired for that reason.  She constantly
insults him and has even had a dustpan full that she blew the dust in his face.
Employee #1 has contacted Human Resources in their company but feels like
they don’t do anything because of pending litigation against the company.

15. Employee #1 goes on to report the same story to Officer #1 that he did the first
time.  The only addition he added was that C#1 called him “a little boy” and told
him to go back to his forklift when he asked for the clipboard back.

16. The Shift Lieutenant stated that Officer #1 received an emailed picture of C#1’s
bruise on her arm.  Officer #1 made mention that given C#1 admitted that she
pushed Employee #1 first and then he grabbed her arm, she cannot prove the
bruise didn’t occur until after C#1 assaulted Employee #1.  Officer #1 mentioned
in her report that she believes that C#1 is the main aggressor as she admitted to
pushing Employee #1.  Given the two different statements, no witnesses, and no
cameras Officer #1 did not believe she would be able to charge either person.

17. The Shift Lieutenant noted that Officer #1 did an additional report in July of 2022.
C#1 told Officer #1 that she had welts and bruises all over her body.  Officer #1
reminded her that C#1 only sent her one picture of a bruise on her arm and not of
any other injuries and had never made mention of them to Officer #1.

18. C#1 was then upset about paying money for a copy of the report, but the report
didn’t have much information on it and listed her as the suspect.  Officer #1
called the Records Division to obtain more information on how the records
request process works.  Officer #1 then explained to C#1 how the process works,
and that C#1 would need to get a subpoena to obtain the full report.

19. C#1 then expresses her frustration with being listed as the suspect.  Officer #1
explains to her again how C#1 had put her hands-on Employee #1 first.  C#1
then admits that she pushed Employee #1 but only after he got in her face and
put his hand on her throat.  In Officer #1’s report she then points out how C#1
had contradicted herself once again and added further details to her story.

20. The Shift Lieutenant then does a thorough review of the BWC footage from all
the officers involved.  During this review, the Shift Lieutenant noted that Officer
#1’s report matched much of what occurred during the investigation into this case
by Officer #1.

21. The Shift Lieutenant after reviewing all of evidence felt as though Officer #1 did a
thorough investigation and that C#1’s story kept changing.  There were no
independent witnesses or cameras to assist in the investigation.  C#1 was
identified as the suspect as she admitted to pushing Employee #1.  Officer #1
also went above and beyond to try and get all the answers for C#1 on how to
obtain police reports.
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Findings: 

As a result of the Line Investigation, the Shift Lieutenant concluded that Officer #1 acted 
appropriately and within the following policies during this investigation:   

1. CRPD Directive, Criminal Investigation Division, which establishes the guidelines
to conduct and thorough investigation.

2. CRPD Directive, Evidence, Crime Scene, which addresses how an officer will
document a scene and collect evidence.

Disposition: 

Regarding the allegations that Officer #1 conducted an insufficient investigation, refused 
to look at injuries, listed C#1 as the suspect of the assault, and not providing a copy of 
the incident report all are UNFOUNDED.  The investigation concluded that Officer #1 
followed all department polices.  

Follow-Up: 

1. Interviewed: C#1 on the phone.
a. Officer #1 was not interviewed as the whole incident was captured on her

BWC.
2. Investigation length: 42 Days
3. Complaint notification: Certified Letter

a. C#1 Called the Professional Standards Office prior to receiving this letter
and was notified of the outcome.  She had several questions and further
explanation was given on the investigative process and what is needed to
file criminal charges.

b. C#1 was also provided with the Iowa Code Sections that direct police
records and what can be provided to the public.

c. C#1 mentioned that she had been in contact with the Iowa Ombudsman’s
office regarding this complaint and the records.

d. The Iowa Ombudsman’s office reached out to the CRPD and received all
documentation they needed for their investigation.  They then closed their
investigation after conducting a review.

4. Training implemented because of this incident: None
5. Trending behavior/complaint: Not against the CRPD or Officer #1
6. Any additional policy violations: None

A thorough Line Investigation was conducted by the Shift Lieutenant.  The investigation 
was in compliance with the CRPD Department Directive System.  The investigation was 
reviewed by Senior Command Staff and the Chief of Police.   
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CEDAR RAPIDS POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Police Chief’s Report 
Citizen Review Board 

PS-2022-14 
To: Citizen Review Board 

From: Chief Wayne Jerman 

Subject: Complaint Disposition- PS-2022-14 

Date: November 10th, 2022 

In August of 2022 the Cedar Rapids Police Department received an allegation of 
misconduct.  The allegation is identified as PS-2022-14.  The Complainant is referred to 
as C#1.  The involved CRPD officer is referred to as Officer #1. A secondary officer is 
referred to as SO#1 and SO#2.  (A formal complaint from C#1 was never received) 

Allegation: 

C#1 alleges that she was arrested by SO#1 and that SO#1 held her in her squad car 
until Officer #1 arrived.  Once Officer #1 arrived he sexually assaulted her and bear-hug 
tackled her in the driveway.  SO#1 watched this and then assisted Officer #1.  C#1 was 
then brought to the CRPD to meet with SO#2 instead of jail.   

Investigation: 
1. The complaint was received by Professional Standards and was reviewed by

Chief Jerman.  It was determined that the investigation would be assigned to the
Office of Professional Standards to review the allegations.  Once the
investigation is assigned, the Professional Standards Commander will contact
the complainant and inform them that the complaint was received and will be
investigated by the Office of Professional Standards.

2. The Professional Standards Commander will interview the complainant to gather
further information regarding the allegations. The Professional Standards
Commander will review applicable reports, review body-worn video/in-car video
and speak to the applicable involved parties to gather additional information if
necessary.  The commander will review applicable State Law, Federal Law, and
Departmental Policies.  If necessary, the involved officer will be interviewed
about the incident and their actions.
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3. Additional investigative techniques will also be utilized if necessary, depending
on the nature of the investigation.  Upon completion of the investigation, the
Professional Standards Commander will document their investigation in writing to
be reviewed by Senior Command Staff with a final review from Chief Jerman.

4. The Professional Standards Commander received an email from the City
Attorney that had been forwarded through city leadership.  The email was very
long and made numerous complaints regarding unrelated matters, including
matters outside of the City’s jurisdiction such as the utility board.  The relevant
portion of the email is listed in its entirety in the previously listed allegation
against Officer #1.  Complaints involving other city departments were not
investigated as part of this investigation (by CRPD), and instead were left to the
relevant departments to address.

5. The Professional Standards Commander has had previous contact with C#1 prior
to the email that was received.  C#1 had requested complaint forms from the
Professional Standards Commander.  The Professional Standards Commander
met with C#1 in person and provided this form and tried to interview C#1 about
the complaint.  C#1 did not want to tell the Professional Standards Commander
what the complaint was about or provide any details.

6. The Professional Standards Commander had also received a voicemail from C#1
two months after this initial meeting requesting a phone call back.  The
Professional Standards Commander called her back and left a voicemail but
never heard back from C#1.

7. The Professional Standards Commander sent an email to C#1 requesting further
information and the opportunity to speak with C#1 in person or on the phone
regarding the allegation made in the email.

8. C#1 responded to the email sent by the Professional Standards Commander
questioning how he received the email and saying that she needed to take care
of some detrimental things at the moment.  C#1 also requested to know what the
Administrative Investigation process involved and if Officer #1, SO#1, and SO#2
were still in the community representing the CRPD.

9. The Professional Standards Commander replied to her email explaining the
Administrative Investigation process, informing her how the original email was
received, and telling her that Officer #1, SO#1, and SO#2 were still in the
community.  It was explained to C#1 that there haven’t been any details provided
or any more information on the alleged sexual assault to support their removal
from duty.

10. The Professional Standards Commander had also called C#1 five separate times
leaving a voicemail each time requesting a call back.  C#1 emailed the
Professional Standards Commander back and acknowledged she has received
the phone calls but said she had too many urgent matters she needed to
address.  C#1 had called and left two voicemails as well but always after the
Professional Standards Commanders had gone home.  C#1 was notified in a
voicemail of the Professional Standards Commanders working hours.

11. The Professional Standards Commander stopped receiving phone calls or emails
from C#1.  C#1 has an address as At Large in the CRPD records management
system so the Professional Standards Commander was unable to locate her in
person.

12. The Professional Standards Commander reviewed the arrest of C#1 in April of
2022.  This is the same arrest and date that C#1 alleges the sexual assault.
SO#1 had received a call for service for two people in a placarded residence.
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SO#1 was the only one to respond to this call and had located C#1.  BWC as 
well as the reports were reviewed in this case.  This review was completed 
utilizing the information provided in the initial complaint, since no further details 
were provided by C#1.  

13. The Professional Standards Commander saw that SO#1 charged C#1 for
entering the placarded residence.  While out with C#1, SO#2 hears C#1’s name
gets ran through the radio system.  SO#2 had an active investigation into C#1
that he needed to speak with C#1 about.  SO#2 requested that SO#1 see if C#1
would come to the station voluntarily to speak with him.

14. The Professional Standards Commander saw on the BWC that C#1 refused to
come to the station voluntarily.  SO#2 made the decision that he had enough
probable cause to arrest C#1 therefore he told SO#1 and Officer #1 (who had
arrived at SO#1’s request for backup) to arrest her and bring her to the CRPD.

15. The process of asking someone to come to the police department voluntarily is to
give the person an opportunity to give their side of the story without an arrest
having to take place (although an arrest still could take place after the interview).
Once we place the person under arrest and bring them to the police department
it is not ideal procedurally, or preferred, to then release them without processing
them on their criminal charges.

16. The Professional Standards Commander reviewed both SO#1 and Officer #1’s
BWC of the arrest of C#1.  During this contact the officers perform a two-person
handcuffing procedure.  Officer #1 places two hands on C#1’s left arm and SO#1
places two hands on her right arm.  Her arms are placed behind her back and
SO#1 handcuffs her.  Officer #1 let’s go of her and never touches her again.

17. The Professional Standards Commander also notices that C#1 is not in a squad
car when Officer #1 arrives.  C#1 is not placed into a squad car until after she is
arrested.  SO#1 walks C#1 to the squad car and places her in the car.  Officer #1
speaks with C#1 while she is in the back of the squad car regarding her animals.
Nothing of a sexual nature or anything that may be construed as such is spoke
of.

18. According to BWC and in-car video, Officer #1 never has contact with C#1 again
after she leaves the residence.  Looking at calls for service it also does not
appear Officer #1 has ever had contact with her again.

19. The Professional Standards Commander never received any further
correspondence from C#1 or any details to support the alleged sexual assault.
The only information provided was that Officer #1 sexually assaulted her.

Findings: 

As a result of the Professional Standards investigation, the Professional Standards 
Commander concluded that Officer #1 acted appropriately and within policy during this 
investigation and arrest.  The BWC of both officers clearly shows that Officer #1 did not 
sexually assault C#1.   

1. The CRPD Directive Code of Conduct establishes guidelines on how CRPD
employees are to behave and conduct themselves when interacting with the
public.

2. Iowa Code 709.1 defines Sexual Assault.
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Disposition: 

Regarding the allegations of Officer #1 sexually assaulting C#1 that allegation is 
UNFOUNDED.  Officer #1 handled the arrest appropriately and by policy.  The two-
person handcuffing procedure is utilized in all arrests where practical.   

A formal complaint was never received from C#1.  Given the allegation it was decided 
that a formal investigation would be conducted anyway.   

Follow-Up: 

1. Interviewed: C#1 was attempted to be interviewed but never provided any
details.

a. No officer interview as the whole interaction was captured on video.
2. Investigation length: 18 Days
3. Complainant notification: Letter sent certified mail (to last known address)

a. The Professional Standards Commander also attempted to call C#1 again
to make a notification but her phone has been disconnected.

4. Training implemented because of this investigation:  None
5. Is this a trending behavior/complaint: Not against the CRPD as a whole or the

officer
6. Any additional policy violations derived from the investigation: No

A thorough Professional Standards investigation was conducted by the Professional 
Standards Commander.  The investigation as in compliance with the CRPD Department 
Directive System.  The investigation was reviewed by Senior Command Staff and the 
Chief of Police.   
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CEDAR RAPIDS POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Police Chief’s Report 
Citizen Review Board 

PS-2022-15 
To: Citizen Review Board 

From: Chief Wayne Jerman 

Subject: Complaint Disposition- PS-2022-15 

Date: November 10th, 2022 

In August of 2022 the Cedar Rapids Police Department received an allegation that the 
handling of a records request was “improper and completely wrong.”  The allegation is 
identified as PS-2022-15.  The Complainant is referred to as C#1.  The involved CRPD 
civilian employee is referred to as employee #1.  The involved CRPD Captain will be 
referred to as Captain.  

Allegation: 

C#1 alleges that employee #1 mishandled his request for body-worn camera (BWC) 
video.  C#1 believed that the request was handled “improperly and completely wrong.”  
C#1 stated that employee #1 “did not acknowledge or respond to his request for BWC 
video in his initial records request.”  The only response received from employee #1 was 
that she could provide the 911 call to him.  C#1 also felt as though employee #1 was 
disrespectful and rude to him on the phone.    

Investigation: 
1. The complaint was received by Professional Standards and was reviewed by

Chief Jerman.  It was determined that the investigation would be assigned to the
Office of Professional Standards to review the allegations.  Once the
investigation is assigned, the Professional Standards Commander will contact
the complainant and inform them that the complaint was received and will be
investigated by the Office of Professional Standards.

2. The Professional Standards Commander will interview the complainant to gather
further information regarding the allegations. The Professional Standards
Commander will review applicable reports, review body-worn video/in-car video,
and speak to the applicable involved parties to gather additional information if
necessary.  The commander will review applicable State Law, Federal Law, and
Departmental Policies.  If necessary, the involved employee will be interviewed
about the incident and their actions.  Agenda Packet 13



3. Additional investigative techniques will also be utilized if necessary, depending
on the nature of the investigation.  Upon completion of the investigation, the
Professional Standards Commander will document their investigation in writing to
be reviewed by Senior Command Staff with a final review from Chief Jerman.

4. The Professional Standards Commander contacted C#1 by phone five days after
receiving the initial complaint.  C#1 reiterated the allegations made through his
verbal complaint form filed with a Captain within the police department.

5. The Professional Standards Commander received the email exchange between
C#1 and employee #1.  He also received recorded phone conversations between
C#1 and a Captain within the police department.

6. Upon reviewing these documents, the Professional Standards Commander noted
that C#1 sent a Freedom of Information request to employee #1 in July of 2022.
C#1 had a disagreement with a former employer and wanted all the police
documentation regarding that call.  C#1 requested body cameras, full police
reports, and a phone call between a former employer and the police dispatchers.

7. In August of 2022 (7 business days after the initial request) employee #1
responded informing him that the call for service report and 911 audio are
available for public release.  C#1 was also advised of the cost, acceptable forms
of payment, and that he could come down anytime to pick them up.

8. C#1 made a second request for the BWC video and police reports.  C#1 then
came to the police department to pick up the call for service report and 911
audio.  C#1 also requested to speak with employee #1.  Employee #1 was not
working, therefore, a Records Division employee sent employee #1 C#1’s phone
number and requested she call him.

9. Employee #1 called and left voicemails for C#1 on two separate days before
receiving a phone call back.  Employee #1 explained to C#1 that the BWC video
would not be released as it is considered a confidential record under Iowa Code
22.7 Subsection 5.  C#1 agreed with employee #1 that it is protected but his
belief is that the Federal Freedom of Information Act supersedes Iowa Law and
therefore it is not protected.

10. Employee #1 explained to C#1 that the Federal Freedom of Information Act only
applies to records created by Federal Agencies.  C#1 disagreed with employee
#1’s interpretation of the law and requested a second opinion.

11. Employee #1 explained to the Professional Standards Commander that the
request for BWC video was denied as there were statements made in the video
that she believed could threaten the safety of the employees at the former
employer of C#1.

12. C#1 then came to the police department lobby several times seeking employee
#1 after hours and eventually requested to know who her supervisor was.  C#1
was provided her supervisor’s information who is a Captain in the police
department.

13. C#1 called employee #1’s supervisor to discuss this issue with him.  Captain
informed C#1 that the Chief of Police is the custodian of records and would have
the ultimate decision on if it would be released.  The Captain spoke with Chief
Jerman and it was decided this request would be sent to the City Attorney’s
Office for a second opinion (sent 12 days after initial request).

14. C#1 was informed of this decision and told he would be notified when an answer
was received from the City Attorney’s Office.  C#1 would call the Captain every
day and stop at the police department regularly seeking and answer from the City
Attorney’s Office.  He would also make statements that he was going to go film
the City Attorney and her boss to get the answers he was seeking.
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15. The Captain continued to tell C#1 that he would be provided an answer once the
City Attorney’s Office made a decision.  Nineteen days after the initial complaint
the City Attorney’s Office responded to employee #1 and the Captain.

16. It was decided that certain parts of the BWC created a substantial threat to C#1’s
former employer’s employees and would need to be redacted.  Once the
redactions were made then the video could be released.  The redactions were
made on these videos and released to C#1.

17. After reviewing the entirety of the complaint and the evidence, the Professional
Standards Commander noted that employee #1 did not specifically address the
BWC request in the initial records request from C#1.  Instead employee #1 listed
all the items available for public release.  In her opinion the BWC was not
available for public release.

18. When looking at Iowa Code 22.7 certain aspects of the code section are clear
cut, but others leave room for interpretation.  Employee #1 reviews each request
individually to decide if anything within the case is protected under Iowa Code.

19. Employee #1’s concerns with the release of the BWC were confirmed by the City
Attorney’s Office.  The City Attorney then made the decision that we should
redact the portions of the video that were concerning and then release the video.

20. The phone conversations between C#1 and employee #1 were not recorded.
C#1 was unable to provide any details of how employee #1 was rude and
disrespectful.  Employee #1 denied being rude.  Employee #1 stated that C#1 did
not like the answers she provided to him, but both remained calm and cordial.

Findings: 

As a result of the Professional Standards investigation, the Professional Standards 
Commander concluded that employee #1 acted appropriately and within policy during 
this records request fulfillment process.  The City Attorney’s response confirmed 
employee #1’s concerns.  

1. The CRPD Directive Code of Conduct establishes guidelines on how CRPD
employees are to behave and conduct themselves when interacting with the
public.

2. Iowa Code 22.7- Confidential Records

Disposition: 

Regarding the allegations of employee #1 mishandling the records request and being 
rude to C#1 that allegation is UNFOUNDED.  
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Follow-Up: 

1. Interviewed: C#1 and Employee #1
2. Investigation length: 7 Days
3. Complainant notification: Letter sent certified mail

a. The Professional Standards Commander never received any follow up
questions.

4. Training implemented because of this investigation:  None
5. Is this a trending behavior/complaint: Not against the CRPD as a whole or the

employee
6. Any additional policy violations derived from the investigation: No

A thorough Professional Standards investigation was conducted by the Professional 
Standards Commander.  The investigation as in compliance with the CRPD Department 
Directive System.  The investigation was reviewed by Senior Command Staff and the 
Chief of Police.   
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CEDAR RAPIDS POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Police Chief’s Report 
Citizen Review Board 

PS-2022-17 
To: Citizen Review Board 

From: Chief Wayne Jerman 

Subject: Complaint Disposition- PS-2022-17 

Date: November 10th, 2022 

In August of 2022 the Cedar Rapids Police Department received an allegation of 
misconduct.  The allegation is identified as PS-2022-17.  The Complainant is referred to 
as C#1.  The involved CRPD officer is referred to as Officer #1.  

Allegation: 

C#1 alleges that Officer #1 has been harassing her since 1992 when she was 16 years 
old.  C#1 said that Officer #1 would follow her home from school and pull her over and 
give her citations.  The harassment stopped in 1992 and began again in 1994 when 
Officer #1 pulled up next to her on the interstate and smiled at her.  C#1 states in 
August of 2022 she was at a local grocery store when Officer #1 approached her and 
asked her about her dog.  C#1 believes Officer #1 then had other officers park outside 
of her home when she got off work.  

Investigation: 
1. The complaint was received by Professional Standards and was reviewed by

Chief Jerman.  It was determined that the investigation would be assigned to the
Office of Professional Standards to review the allegations.  Once the
investigation is assigned the Professional Standards Commander will contact the
complainant and inform them that the complaint was received and will be
investigated by the Office of Professional Standards.

2. The Professional Standards Commander will interview the complainant to gather
further information regarding the allegations. The Professional Standards
Commander will review applicable reports, review body-worn video/in-car video,
and speak to the applicable involved parties to gather additional information if
necessary.  The commander will review applicable State Law, Federal Law, and
Departmental Policies.  If necessary, the involved officer will be interviewed
about the incident and their actions.
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3. Additional investigative techniques will also be utilized if necessary, depending
on the nature of the investigation.  Upon completion of the investigation, the
Professional Standards Commander will document their investigation in writing to
be reviewed by Senior Command Staff with a final review from Chief Jerman.

4. The Professional Standards Commander received an email from Chief Jerman
that was sent to him by Chief Kitsmiller from the Marion Police Department.
Chief Kitsmiller had received an online complaint from C#1 alleging the
previously listed allegation.  C#1 was requesting the Marion Police Department
investigate a Cedar Rapids Police Officer due to her lack of trust in the CRPD.

5. The Professional Standards Commander emailed C#1 requesting that she call
him.  C#1 called the Professional Standards Commander and explained the
same accusation that she had made on the online complaint to Marion Police
Department.  C#1 expressed that she wished to make a formal complaint with
the CRPD.  A formal complaint was taken over the phone.

6. The Professional Standards Commander asked C#1 if she had any evidence of
the harassment from 1992 and 1994.  C#1 said she did not have any evidence of
the harassment.

7. The Professional Standards Commander also asked C#1 if she was certain it
was Officer #1, she saw at the grocery store.  C#1 was certain it was him and
said she even saw his name on his shirt.  C#1 was informed that Officer #1 had
not been working the street as he had been on leave for over a month.  C#1 was
informed that I was certain it was not Officer #1 she saw in uniform.  C#1 still
believed it was him and said she would take a picture next time.

8. The Professional Standards Commander did a review of the records
management system to see if Officer #1 had any documented contact with C#1.
None of the reports assigned to C#1 showed Officer #1 having any contact with
C#1.

9. C#1 alleges citations were issued to C#1 in 1992 by Officer #1.  Looking at C#1’s
record it does not show any citations on her driving record (these files would
have been removed from her records by the DOT after five years). The CRPD
Records Division also did not have any citations saved going this far back.  The
Professional Standards Commander was unable to prove whether Officer #1 did
or did not issue C#1 citations.

10. The Professional Standards Commander did a review of Officer #1’s work
schedule.  It was discovered that Officer #1 had been off work since the
beginning of July and therefore was not working at the time that C#1 believes
she saw him.

11. Officer #1 stated that he has had previously contact with C#1 in the 90’s as part
of his previous work assignment.  Officer #1 has not had contact with C#1 since
that time and has never had these allegations from C#1 previously either.

12. C#1 believes that Officer #1 had other officers parking their squad cars outside of
her house to be there when she got off work.  A review of the CRPD hot spot
patrol shows that there was a “hot spot” within one block of C#1’s residence at
the exact time she said she gets home.

a. Hot Spot patrol is a targeted patrol toward a given area where there has
been a statistical increase in calls for service within a one-month time
frame.  These areas are set by data obtained by our Crime Analysis Unit
to which Officer #1 is not a part of nor does he have any influence over
these Hot Spots.
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Findings: 

As a result of the Professional Standards investigation, the Professional Standards 
Commander concluded that Officer #1 did not harass C#1 as alleged by her.   

1. The CRPD Directive Code of Conduct establishes guidelines on how CRPD
employees are to behave and conduct themselves when interacting with the
public.

2. Iowa Code 708.7- Harassment

Disposition: 

Regarding the allegations of Officer #1 harassed C#1 that allegation is UNFOUNDED.  
It cannot be proven that Officer #1 had any contact with C#1 in 1992 or 1994.  Officer 
#1 was also not working at the time C#1 alleges she saw him in 2022.    

Follow-Up: 

1. Interviewed: C#1
2. Investigation length: 6 Days
3. Complainant notification: Letter sent certified mail

a. The Professional Standards Commander never received any follow up
questions.

4. Training implemented because of this investigation:  None
5. Is this a trending behavior/complaint: Not against the CRPD as a whole or the

officer
a. This is the second formal complaint by C#1 this year.  The first allegation

was regarding an alleged insufficient investigation and harassment against
a different officer. PS-2022-01 which was reviewed by the CRB.

6. Any additional policy violations derived from the investigation: No

A thorough Professional Standards investigation was conducted by the Professional 
Standards Commander.  The investigation as in compliance with the CRPD Department 
Directive System.  The investigation was reviewed by Senior Command Staff and the 
Chief of Police.   
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